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Abstrat: Many Greek mathematiians have devoted themselves to the study of

the oni setions, however, it is due to Apollonius of Perga the most known sys-

tematization on this subjet. The Apollonius' approah an be found in a treatise

entitled C�nis. However, the de�nitions of the oni setions urrently used were

proved in the nineteenth entury by Dandelin and Quetélet. They introdued a new

idea related to the demonstration of the properties of the onis. They have proved

that, given a plane that uts a one, there are one or two spheres (Dandelin spheres)

that are simultaneously tangent to the plane and the one, depending on the an-

gle of the setion. It is ommon to present the parabolas as a lous of points that

depend on the relation between the distane of these points to the fous and the

diretrix. This relationship is known as the fous-diretrix property. However, it

is not ommon to establish, geometrially, this type of relationship in the study of

ellipses and hyperboles. In the present work through stritly geometri proedures

and the Dandelin-Quetélet theorem, we show in a di�erent perspetive the equiva-

lene between the fous-diretrix property and the method of the oni setions of

the Greeks.
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Resumo: Muitos matemátios gregos dediaram-se ao estudo das seções �nias, porém,

deve-se a Apol�nio de Perga a sistematização mais onheida sobre este tema. A abor-

dagem de Apol�nio pode ser enontrada em um tratado intitulado C�nias. No entanto,

as de�nições das seções �nias atualmente utilizadas, foram provadas no séulo XIX, por

Dandelin e Quetélet. Eles introduziram uma nova ideia relaionada à demonstração das

propriedades das �nias, mostrando que dado um plano que seiona um one, existem

uma ou duas esferas (esferas de Dandelin) que são simultaneamente tangentes ao plano

e ao one, dependendo do ângulo da seção. É omum apresentar as parábolas omo um
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lugar geométrio de pontos que dependem da relação entre a distânia destes ao foo e à

reta diretriz. Esta relação é onheida omo propriedade foo - diretriz. No entanto, não

é omum se estabeleer, geometriamente, este tipo de relação no estudo das elipses e das

hipérboles. No presente trabalho, por meio de proedimentos estritamente geométrios e

do teorema de Dandelin-Quetélet, mostra-se, em uma diferente perspetiva, a equivalênia

entre a propriedade foo - diretriz e o método das seções �nias dos gregos.

Palavras-have: Seções �nias. Apol�nio. Dandelin. Quetélet.

1 Introdution

One does not know for sure when man's interest in geometri forms began, but the

importane of this interest for the development of mathematis, and onsequently

for the development of mankind, is an inontestable fat. One of the earliest Greek

problems known as Delian problem (or doubling the ube) onsists in onstrut

a ube whose volume was twie the volume of a given ube, using only the non-

graduated ruler and the ompass. Now we know that this problem has no solution

(as well as the problems of squaring the irle and triseting the angle). This was a

problem that aroused the attention of many anient Greeks, and from the attempts

to �nd a solution ame the urves whih we now know as parabolas, ellipses, and

hyperbolas. Some writers asribe to Menaehmus the disovery of these urves,

whih he alled the setion of a one of aute angle (ellipse), setion of a one of

right angle (parabola), and setion of a one of obtuse angle (hyperbola).

Although Menaehmus has the redit for the disovery, many other anient Greek

mathematiians were interested in the study of these urves, inluding Eulid and

Apollonius of Perga, whih is one of the most important names appearing in this

ontext. In Book XI of the Elements, Eulid de�ned a one as a solid generated by

a retangle triangle rotating around one of the athetus. Thus, ellipses, parabolas

and hyperbolas were the urves obtained from the ut of a straight irular one

by a plane perpendiular to an element of the one (the elements of the one are

understood as the sides of the triangle that generate the one).

Aording to Boyer [5℄, Apollonius was born in the ity of Perga (South Asia

Minor) and would have lived in the period of 262 BC to 190 BC. He probably grew

up in Alexandria where he taught at a university. He was a mathematiian and

astronomer, but most of his work was lost. Only two works survives: Cutting-o� of

a Ratio and the treatise on Conis (in Greek Kωνικά). The �rst one was known

only in Arabi until 1706, when Edmund Halley published a Latin translation. The

latter one was very famous in anient Greee and rendered Apollonius the title

of Great Geometer. The Conis was omposed of eight books, but only the �rst

four of them survived originally in Greek. Books V, VI and VII survived beause
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they were translated into Arabi by Thabit ibn Qurra (1826 - 1901), but the book

VIII was lost. Fortunately, aording to Mihael N. Fried [4℄ Edmond Halley's

provides a reonstrution of Book VIII. Fried provides the �rst omplete English

translation of Halley's reonstrution of this Book (inluding supplementary notes).

He emphasizes:

The work omprised eight books, of whih four have ome down to us

in their original Greek and three in Arabi. By the time the Arabi

translations were produed, the eighth book had already been lost. In

1710, Edmond Halley, then Savilian Professor of Geometry at Oxford,

produed an edition of the Greek text of the Conis of Books I-IV, a

translation into Latin from the Arabi versions of Books V-VII, and a

reonstrution of Book VIII. [4℄

Aording to Carl Boyer [5℄, the oni setions were already known more than

a entury before Apollonius to write his treatise, however Apollonius' Conis is

onsidered one of the greatest works of advaned mathematis in antiquity.

Some of Apollonius works ame to us through other authors who somehow,

preserved parts or the whole ontents. Muh of what remains of the Apollonius'

works ame even through the works of Pappus of Alexandria (ira 320). The most

important work of Pappus is a mathematial olletion titled Synagoge (translated

as Colletion) whih is very rih in historial reords of works of a several number

of Greek mathematiians as Eulid, Arhimedes, Apollonius, and Ptolemy. Some

lost works of these (and others) authors were reprodued by him, but, his work

also inludes new disoveries and generalizations not found in any earlier work.

Unfortunately, the �rst book and the �rst part of the seond book of the Colletion

are now lost.

Six of Apollonius' works were inluded along with two of the most advaned

treatises of Eulid's work, in a Pappus olletion titled Treasury of Analysis, now

lost too. It is believed that Treasury should have inluded the essene of what we

now all Analyti Geometry, and, aording to Boyer "Pappus desribed this as a

speial body of dotrine for those who, after going through the usual elements, wish

to be apable of solving problems involving urves" ([5℄, p. 128).

One of the main advanements provided by Apollonius was the demonstration

that three types of ones would not be required to determine the oni setions. He

showed that from a single one, we an get all three oni setions by varying the

slope of the seant plane.

Before the time of Apollonius, ellipses, the parabolas, and the hyper-

bolas were derived as setions of three distintly di�erent types of right

irular ones, aording as the vertex angle was aute, right, or obtuse.

Apollonius, apparently for the �rst time, systematially showed that it
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is not neessary to take setions perpendiular to an element of the one

and that from a single one one an obtain all three varieties of oni se-

tions simply by varying the inlination of the utting plane. This was an

important step in linking the three types of urve. A seond important

generalization was made when Apollonius demonstrated that the one

need not be a right one - that is, one whose axis is perpendiular to

the irular base - but an equally well be an oblique or salene irular

one. [5℄

We also owe to Apollonius the replaement of the single one by a irular double-

napped one. Boyer quotes Apollonius to show that his de�nition of irular one

is the same as that used today:

If a straight line inde�nite in length and passing always through a �xed

point be made to move around the irumferene of a irle whih is not

in the same plane with the point so as to pass suessively through every

point of that irumferene, the moving straight line will trae out the

surfae of a double one. [5℄

(a) (b)

Figure 1: The double-napped one generated by a moving straight line around

a irumferene of a irle.

2 The oni setions

In this setion we will present a resume of the oni setions as the urves obtained

from the intersetion between a plane and a double-napped one generated by a

line as desribed by Apollonius (see Figure 1). The irumferene of the Apollonius'

de�nition is alled diretrix, the �xed point is alled vertex, the lines that move along
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the irumferene are alled generators, and the straight line joining the vertex to

the entre of the irumferene (diretrix) is alled the axis of the one.

For simpliity we will onsider a double right irular one generated by the

rotation of the line h (generator) about the axis e in an angle β suh as the vertex V

is the point of intersetion between e and h. We will also onsider a plane π (seant

plane) interseting the one in an angle α, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, and show

that these intersetions an be a hyperbola, a parabola or an ellipse.

(a) Hyperbola (b) Parabola

Figure 2: If α = 0 and β > α the oni setion is a hyperbola; If α = β the

oni setion is a parabola.

If the π plane is parallel to the axis we have α = 0 and β > α. In this ase the

oni setion is a hyperbola (Figure 2a); If the π plane is parallel to a generator we

have α = β, and in this ase the oni setion is a parabola (Figure 2b); If the π

plane intersets all the generators we have α > β and the oni setion is an ellipse

(Figure 3).

Figure 3: If the π plane intersets all the generators we have α > β and the

oni setion is an ellipse.

It is important to note that the intersetions of a right irular one with a
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plane passing through the vertex an generate: a point (degenerate ellipse) if the

plane passes through the vertex of the one and does not ontain any generatrix, a

line (degenerate parabola) if the plane ontains a single generatrix, two interseting

lines (degenerate hyperbola) if the plane ontains two generatrix of the one. A

irumferene is a partiular ase of the ellipse, obtained by the intersetion of the

right irular one with a plane perpendiular to the axis. In the present text we

will deal only with the non - degenerate oni setions.

2.1 The fous-diretrix property

The relationship between the fous and the diretrix of a oni setion is known as

the fous-diretrix properties (the term fous was �rst used by Johannes Kepler in

1604). Aording to Boyer, although Apollonius seems to know the fous-diretrix

properties of the oni setions, in his treated Conis, he makes no mention of these

properties applied to parabolas. Boyer states that, probably, the earliest mention of

these relations is due to Pappus, in his book VII of the Colletion (Synagoge).

Book VII of the Colletion ontains the �rst statement on reord of the

fous-diretrix property of the three oni setions. It appears that Apol-

lonius knew of the foal properties for entral onis, but it is possible

that the fous-diretrix property for the parabola was not known before

Pappus. [5℄

Papus also observed that if the ratio of distanes to a �xed point and a �xed

line is a onstant less than 1 the lous of the points was an ellipse, and if this ratio

was higher than 1 the oni setion should be a hyperbola. These properties were

probably known in the time of Dioles and Apollonius. Some authors has stated

that Dioles (240 BC - 180 BC) showed how to onstrut a parabola using the

fous-diretrix property.

It is usual today to work with the oni setions as a lous of points satisfying

the fous-diretrix properties using algebrai methods rather geometri methods.

We will use the Charles Taylor book An Introdution to the anient and modern

geometry of onis (1881) [8℄ to give a summarized idea of the oni setions trough

a geometri method.

From now on we will refer to a oni setion simply by oni and we will show

that the oni setions oinides with the lous of the points of a plane whose ratio

of distanes to a �xed point and a �xed straight line is onstant. The �xed point

is alled fous; the �xed straight line diretrix, and the onstant ratio eentriity.

Thus, a oni is an ellipse, a parabola, or a hyperbola if the eentriity is less than,

equal to, or greater than unity, respetively. The axis of a oni is the straight line
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passing through the fous orthogonal to the diretrix, and the point of intersetion

between the oni and the axis is alled the vertex.

When the eentriity is either greater or less than unity, the oni uts its axis

in a seond point, whih is alled a vertex too. In suh ases the term axis may

denote the segment of line with extremals in the both verties, and its middle point

is alled the entre of the oni. A oni with a entre is alled a entral oni.

A hord of a urve is a line segment joining any two distint points on the urve.

A foal hord of a oni is a hord passing through the fous. The hord of a oni

that passes through the fous and is perpendiular to the axis is named the latus

retum (or parameter).

The lous of the middle points of a system of parallel hords is alled a diameter.

Eah diameter have two ends or extremities, that are the points in whih diameters

and hords meet the urve. If a diameter of a entral oni is orthogonal to the axis

at the entre, then it is alled a minor or onjugate axis.

When a diameter bisets the hords parallel to another diameter, both are alled

onjugated diameters, and two hords parallels to onjugate diameters is said to be

onjugate hords.

A tangent to a oni an be understood as the limiting position of the seant

line trough two points of the oni when its beome in�nitely lose.

To understand the fous-diretrix property we will present a onstrution of a

oni whose fous, diretrix and eentriity are given.

Let F be the fous, and d the diretrix of a oni. Let s be the line perpendiular

to d at the point F and Let E be the foot of the perpendiular from the point F

to the diretrix d. In s take a point V between F and E. Sine F , V and E are

�xed points it is easy to see that

|FV |
|V E|

is equal to a onstant. This onstant is the

eentriity e and the point V is the vertex of the oni. See Figure 4.

Figure 4: Constrution of a general oni whose fous, diretrix and eentriity

are given. The oni is determined by the position of the point V

along the line s.
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Now, take an arbitrary point N on the line s and onsider a line t perpendiular

to s at the point N . Draw a irle of enter F and radius r satisfying the ratio

r
|NE|

= |FV |
|V E|

. Thus, the points P and P ′
obtained from the intersetions of the irle

with the line t are suh that

r = |FP | = |FP ′| = |NE|
|FV |

|V E|
= e |NE|. (1)

Let D and D′
be the feet of the perpendiulars from the points P and P ′

to the

diretrix d, respetivelly. Note that |PD| = |P ′D′| = |NE| then, it follows from (1)

that

|FP |

|PD|
=

|FV |

|V E|
⇒

|FP |

|PD|
= e, and,

|FP ′|

|P ′D′|
= e. (2)

The line s is the axis of the oni. Thus, when the point N travels along the axis

s the point P desribe a oni of fous F , diretrix d and eentriity e. As P and

P ′
are symetri with respet to the axis we an state that the oni is also simetri

with respet the axis. Thus, if P = P ′
then N = V = P = P ′

and the seant line

PP ′
beomes the tangent line at the vertex V .

It is easy to see that to perform this onstrution it is neessary and su�ient

to guarantee that

|FN | ≤ |FP |, (3)

otherwise, the line t will not interset the irle and the point P will not exist.

It follows from (3) and (1) that

|FN | ≤ |FP | = |PD|
|FV |

|VE|
= |NE|

|FV |

|V E|
,

sine |PD| = |NE|. Then,
|FN |

|NE|
≤

|FV |

|V E|
= e. (4)

Condition (4) together ondition (3) enable us to determine if the oni is a

parabola, an ellipse or a hyperbola, depending on the eentriity e = |FV |
|V E|

. Indeed,

If e ≤ 1, we must have

|FN |
|NE|

≤ 1, that is, |FN | ≤ |NE| and |FN | ≤ |FP |. This

situation determines two ases:

1. If P 6= N, ∀N 6= V , then PN 6= 0, ∀N 6= V . This tells us that the urve

moves away from the axis when N moves away from V respeting (3), so the

urve is a parabola. Note that this only ours when

|FV |
|V E|

= 1.

2. If there exists V ′
suh as P = N = V ′

then N must be hosen between V and
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V ′
, and in this ase the urve is an ellipse. This ours when the ratio

|FV |
|V E|

is

less than 1.

when the ratio e = |FV |
|V E|

is greater than 1 we must have

|FN |
|NE|

≤ e, suh as e > 1.

This inludes both ases |FN | ≤ |NE| and |FN | > |NE|. Condition (3) guarantees

that this is only possible if there exists a seond vertex V ′
on the axis suh that N

does not belong to the segment V V ′
. In this ase the urve will be a hyperbola.

It follows from (2) that

|FV |
|V E|

= 1 ⇔ |FP | = |PD|. This result allows to de�ne a

parabola as the lous of points P of the plane moving in suh a way that P is always

equidistant from a �xed straight line (the diretrix) and a �xed point (the fous).

Due to the fat that ellipses and hyperbolas have two verties V and V ′
they

both have two foi F1 and F2 and two diretries. In this ase one say that the oni

setion is a entral oni.

The fous-diretrix property allows us to de�ne a parabola as a lous of the

points of a plane that satisfy a spei� property.

In fat, it follows from (2) that

|FV |
|V E|

= 1 ⇔ |FP | = |PD|. This result allows to

de�ne the parabolas as the loi of points P of the plane moving in suh a way that

P is always equidistant from a �xed straight line (the diretrix) and a �xed point

(the fous).

This means that by taking a irle entered on a point P of a parabola and

passing through the fous F , it will interept the straight line d at a point D, suh

that the distane of D to the point P oinides with the distane of the fous F

to the point P . This is equivalent to saying that points F, P and D determine a

isoseles triangle FPD of base FD, where FD is the segment joining the points F

and D, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Parabola obtained from the onstrution of a general oni by putting

the point V in a position suh as |FV |=|V E|.
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Note that if the oni setion is a entral oni it follows from (2) that |PF1| =

e|PD| and |F2P | = e|PD1|, where D and D1 are the feet of the perpendiular from

P to the two diretries. In this ase we have |PF1|+ |PF2| = e(|PD|+ |PD1|).

It is easy to see that |PD|+ |PD1| = |DD1|, so |DD1| is a onstant real number.

Based on this and on (2) we an onlude that, if 0 ≤ e < 1, then |FV |
|V E|

< 1, and

therefore the oni setion is an ellipse (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Ellipse obtained from the onstrution of a general oni by putting

the point V in a position suh as |FV |<|V E|.

Thus an ellipse an be de�ned as the lous of the points of a plane suh that the

sum of the distanes to two �xed points (the foi) is onstant.

In a similar way |PF1|−|PF2| = e(|PD|−|PD1|) = |DD1| if |PF1| ≥ |PF2| and,

|PF1|− |PF2| = −e(|PD|− |PD1|) = |DD1| if |PF1| < |PF2|, i.e., ||PF1|− |PF2|| =

e||PD| − |PD1||. Thus, if 1 < e < +∞, then

|FV |
|V E|

> 1 and, therefore, the oni

setion is a hyperbola.

Figure 7: Hyperbola obtained from the onstrution of a general oni by

putting the point V in a position suh as |FV |>|V E|.
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Thus, a hyperbola an be de�ned as the lous of the points of a plane suh that

the absolute di�erene of the distanes to two �xed points is onstant (Figure 7).

2.2 The Dandelin-Quetélet theorem

In this setion we will give an idea of the equivalene of the fous-diretrix property

and the oni setion method of the Greeks. We used the referenes [1℄ and [2℄.

Aording to Eves [2℄ the relations between the study of the non degenerated

oni setion and the properties that haraterize then as loi of points satisfying

the fous-diretrix properties was established by Quetélet (1796-1874) and Dandelin

(1794-1847), in an elegant demonstration of a theorem known as Dandelin-Quetélet

Theorem, whih is stated in a transript of the original text.

Si l'on fait movoir dans an �ne droit une sphère et que dans une position

quelonque de ette dernière, supposée tangente au �ne, ou lui mène un

plan tangente, l'intersetion de e plan et du �ne aura pour foyer le

point de ontat de la sphère et du plan. [3℄

The proof of this theorem is presented in [3℄.

Germinal Pierre Dandelin was born on April 12, 1794 in Frane and was a Math-

ematiian, Soldier and Professor of Engineering in Belgium.

Lambert Adolphe Jaques Quetélet was born in Ghent, Belgium on February

22, 1796 and was an astronomer, mathematiian, demographer, statistiian and

soiologist. Quetélet had great interest in mathematis and in 1819 he ompleted

a dissertation on the oni setions entitled De quibusdam lois geometriis, nenon

de urva foal - Of some new properties of the foal distane and some other urves.

In 1820 he beame a member of the Royal Aademy. For more details see [6℄.

Dandelin and Quetélet met at the Lyée in Ghent and beame lose friends.

Quetélet exerted great in�uene on Dandelin. Both Dandelin and Quetélet published

works with relevant results on the oni setions.

In [3℄ Dandelin presented an extraordinary haraterization of the foi and the

diretrix of a oni setion. He showed that the foi oinide with the interseting

points between two spheres insribed in the one and a seant plane that uts the

one, suh as the plane is simultaneously tangent to the both spheres.

However, this result presented by Dandelin was only possible due to a work of

Quetélet, in whih he observed that the intersetion of eah sphere with the one

generates a irle, so that the intersetions of the planes ontaining these irles and

the plane tangent to the spheres (seant plane) are exatly the diretries of the

oni setions. It is worth to observe that if the two spheres are distint, then the

oni setion will be an ellipse or a hyperbola, depending on whether both spheres
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are insribed in one or two nappes (the two piees of a one joined by the vertex)

of the one, respetively. If the two spheres are oinident, the oni setion will be

a parabola with a single diretrix.

However, Dandelin failed to show the foal property for the parabolas. This

property was demonstrated by Piere Morton in 1829, through a onstrution similar

to that of Dandelin. It is important to note that Dandelin and Quetélet used the

spheres insribed in a one to prove that any oni setion is the lous of points for

whih the ratio between the distane to the fous and the distane to the diretrix is

onstant, however, they did not use the Dandelin spheres to prove the fous-diretrix

property.

Next, we present the Dandelin-Quetélet theorem in the urrent language, but for

this we will need some de�nitions and preliminary results.

Let V be a �xed point in a �xed straight line e and h be a straight line passing

through the point V . For simpliity we will onsider a double right irular one

generated by the rotation of the line h about the line e in an angle β. We will refer

to the line h as the generator, the line e as the axis and the point V as the vertex

of the one. This one is represented in Figure 8a.

(a) a double-napped one generated by the

rotation of the line h about the axis e

in an angle β. The angle α is the angle

between the axis and the seant plane.

(b) Parallel setions of the one.

Figure 8

De�nition 1. The intersetions of a one with a plane ontaining its axis, are two

straight lines alled meridian setions of the one. These meridian setions are, in

fat, two generators of the one.
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De�nition 2. The intersetions of a one with two parallel planes, orthogonal to its

axis, are two irles belonging to the one alled parallel setions of the one. (See

Figure 8b).

Proposition 1. Let A be a point not belonging to a plane π, and let B and C be

two arbitrary distint points of π. Let α and β the angles that the line segments

AB and AC make with the plane π, respetively. Then |AB| and |AC| are inversely

proportional to the sines of the angles that the line segments make with the plane.

Proof. It is su�ient to observe that |AB| and |AC| are both hypotenuse of right

triangles with adjaent atheti in the π plane, as shown in Figure 9. It is easy to

see that |AD| = |AB| sinα and |AD| = |AC| sin β, so,
|AB|

|AC|
=

sin β

sinα
.

Figure 9: |AB| and |AC| are inversely proportional to the sines of the angles

that the line segments make with the plane.

Lemma 1. Let S = S(O, r) a spherial surfae of entre O and radius r. Let

PT and PU be tangents to the sphere S. Then the triangles POT and POU are

ongruents (and therefore PT = PU).

Proof. It is su�ient to observe that the triangles POT and POU are ongruent

sine |OT | = |OU | = r, PO is a ommon side of both two triangles and ∠OTP =

∠OUP = 90◦ (see Figure 10).

Corollary 1. All the line segments determined by the intersetions of the meridian

setions with two parallel setions of a one have the same measure.

Theorem 1. Let π be a plane that intersets a right irular one in a oni setion,

and onsider a sphere tangent to the one and tangent to π at a point F . Let π′
be

the plane determined by the irle of tangeny of the sphere and the one, and let d

be the line of intersetion of π and π′
. Let P be any point on the oni setion, and

D be the foot of the line segment from P perpendiular to d. Then the ratio |PF
PD

| is

a onstant.
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Figure 10: PT = PU .

Proof. Let c be the irle of tangeny of the sphere and the one (a parallel setion).

Let V be the vertex of the one and P be an arbitrary point on the oni setion.

Then the line PV is a generator of the one and therefore intersets the irle c in

a point Q. Sine the sphere is tangent to the one and tangent to the plane π at F ,

then, the lines PF and PQ are both tangents to the sphere, and therefore it follows

from Lemma 1 that |PF | = |PQ| (see Figure 11). Let α be the angle between the

plane π′
and the line PQ and let β denote the angle between π and π′

. Then, by

the Proposition 1 |PF
PD

| = |PQ

PD
| = sinβ

sinα
. So the ratio |PF

PD
| is a onstant.

Figure 11: PT = PU .

In the proof of the theorem the ratio |PF
PD

| is the eentriity e of the oni

setion. Thus, if sin β = sinα we have e = 1 and the oni setion is a parabola; if

sin β > sinα we have e < 1 and the oni setion is an ellipse and if if sin β < sinα

we have e > 1 and the oni setion is a hyperbola.
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2.3 Veri�ation of the Dandelin-Quetélet theorem for the

ellipse

It follows from De�nition 1 that the intersetion of a one and a sphere is a parallel

setion of the one.

First note that if the oni setion is an ellipse then the seant plane uts all

the generators of the one, and therefore there exist two distint spherial surfaes

simultaneously insribed in the one and tangent to the π plane (one above and

the other one below the plane). The intersetion of both spheres with the plane

determines two irles c1 and c2 whose rays are perpendiular to the axis of the one.

Consequently there exist two planes Π and Π′
whih determine parallel setions c1

and c2 of the one, respetively.

Let F1 and F2 be distint points of tangeny between the spheres and the plane

π. Observe that F1 = F2 if and only if the seant plane is orthogonal to the axis,

and in this ase oni setion is a irle.

Take an arbitrary point P at the intersetion of the one with the plane and

denote Q the point where the V P generator touhes the sphere S1. Observe that Q

is a point of the parallel setion c1. Sine V P is tangent to S1 at the point Q then

PQ is tangent to S1 as well.

Figure 12: Two Dandelin spheres determine the foi of an ellipse.

On the other hand, F1 is the ontat point of S1 with the plane π, sine P

belongs to the intersetion of π with the one, then F1 and P are both points of π,

onsequently the line PF1 is also tangent to S1 at F1. So PF1 and PQ are both
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tangents to S1 and, therefore, it follows from Lemma 1 that,

|PQ| = |PF1|. (5)

Using this same argument applied to S2 and F2 it is shown that

|PR| = |PF2|. (6)

Therefore, it follows from (5), (6) and Corollary 1 that |PF1|+|PF2| = |PQ|+|PR| =

|QR|. Sine |QR| is a onstant, the oni setion is an ellipse (Figure 12).

2.4 Veri�ation of the Dandelin-Quetélet theorem for the

parabola

The veri�ation of the Dandelin theorem for the parabola is a little more di�ult.

First we may remember that in the parabola ase we have α = β.

Let π be a plane that intersets a right irular one of vertex V at an angle α

suh that α = β. In this ase it is possible to insribe to the one a sphere tangent

to the plane π at a point F . Let C be the enter of this sphere.

Let π1 be the plane transverse to π determined by the axis of the one and by the

line determined by points F and C. Let c1 a parallel setion whih determines the

ontat irumferene of the sphere with the one and let π2 be the plane ontaining

this parallel setion.

Let d be the line given by the intersetion of the plane π and the plane π2, r

be the line given by the intersetion of the planes π1 and π2, and A be the point of

intersetion between the straight lines r and d.

Let s be the straight line given by the intersetion of the planes π and π1, and

let R and Q be the intersetion between r and c1.

Let V ′
be the intersetion of the line s and the generatrix V Q of the one. Let

P be an arbitrary point on the urve of intersetion between the plane π and the

one. Let π3 be a plane ontaining the point P and parallel to c1. Observe that π3

will interept the line s at a point P ′
, and at the same time, it will interept the

V Q generatrix at a point T .

Also observe that the triangles V ′AQ and V ′P ′T are similar to triangle RVQ

(see Figure 13). Sine RVQ is isoseles then V ′AQ and V ′P ′T are also isoseles.

Therefore, it follows from the equalities TQ = TB + V ′Q; P ′A = P ′V ′ + V ′A;

TV ′ = P ′B and V ′Q = V ′A, that, TQ = P ′A (observe that both P and P ′
belong

to the plane π3).
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Figure 13: Triangles RV Q, V ′P ′T and V ′AQ are isoseles. Triangles V ′P ′T ;

V ′AQ and V ′P ′T are similar to triangle RV Q.

On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 1 that

PF = PQ = P ′A. (7)

Now onsider a point G on the straight line d suh that PG = P ′A and PG is

parallel to P ′A. It follows from 7 that PG = P ′A = PF .

Sine P is an arbitrary point in the intersetion c2 of the plane π with the one,

then we onlude that, by varying P over c2, the point G also varies along the

straight line d, maintaining the property d(P, F ) = d(P,G).

Thus, sine d(P,G) is the distane from P to the straight line d, then it an be

stated that every point P of the intersetion between the one and the plane π is

equidistant of the �xed point F and the �xed line d. The lous of points with this

property is a parabola, suh as F is the fous, d is the diretrix and V ′
is the vertex,

as shown in Figure 14.

The veri�ation of the Dandelin theorem for the hyperbola follows the same idea.

It should be notied that it is not the goal of this work to bring new results

or rigorous demonstrations or even to show onnetions between the geometri and

algebrai de�nitions. The idea is to establish a relation between the fous-diretrix

property and the oni setion method of the Greeks in a new perspetive that

enables the reader to pereive the di�erene between the two methods and to un-

derstand both the ruial role of the oni setions in the development of modern

knowledge and the extraordinary beauty of the theme.
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(a) Figure a (b) Figure b

Figure 14: Figure a represents all the steps of the onstrution of a parabola

whose fous is tangent to a Dandelin sphere. In Figure b we have

the �nal result of the onstrution.
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